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1 The DAAD Program Cultural Dialogue with the Islamic World 

 

While after 9/11 the thesis of a “clash of civilizations” was revived and a “war on ter-
ror” instigated, Germany reinforced a “dialogue of civilizations” and initiated the pro-
gram “European-Islamic Cultural Dialogue”, including academic exchange with the 
Islamic World run by the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD).  

Short-term measures established a network of contacts with academic institutions in 
the Islamic world and paved the way for the successful launch of a special partner-
ship program called German-Arab/Iranian Higher Education Dialogue, focusing on 
sustainable cooperation. Based on decades of experience with funding international 
academic exchange and cooperation, DAAD has been of the opinion that intercultural 
dialogue is best triggered when scholars of various backgrounds come together on 
the basis of their common scientific interests. Rather than directly inviting discussions 
on culture, DAAD funds joint academic activities in all disciplines accompanied by the 
provision of space and time for personal encounter and exchange that promote inter-
cultural dialogue. The major lesson learnt is that mutual understanding is especially 
enhanced through intensive collaborative work, e.g. in summer schools, workshops 
or field work. Working together in the lab or in the field, jointly trying to solve scientific 
problems and especially extending the communication after work often “naturally” 
lead to spontaneous discussions on different life styles, religion, the role of women or 
democracy. Mutual interest between academics in Germany and the Islamic world 
has increased, networks of contacts have grown. 

Since 2006, some 30 partnerships between German and Arab and/or Iranian institu-
tions of higher education have been funded for up to 3 years. The program proved to 
be open to and attractive for all disciplines from arts, humanities and social sciences 
to the natural sciences, medicine and engineering. Iran was the most frequent part-
ner. At the end of the first funding period, the world will be a little different: The views 
of participants have changed, new curricula will have been developed and imple-
mented, regional associations been founded and major contributions to development 
been achieved. 

 

 

2 A best practice example: The German-Iranian partnership 
“Earthquake safe housing creates jobs” 

 
Since 2002, the University of Wuppertal in Germany and the Isfahan University of 
Technology in Iran have organized exchange of teachers and students in the fields of 
civil engineering and industrial engineering. Their academic cooperation aiming at 
the establishment of joined Bachelor, Master’s and PhD courses was accompanied 
by intensive collaborative work in summer schools building full scale earthquake safe 
houses and schools and a lively intercultural exchange with up to 80 participants per 
year including the families. We all had barbecues and birthday parties together in our 
family houses, we visited production plants of world market leaders, we enjoyed boat 
trips on lakes seeing industry embedded in beautiful nature, we explored waste land 
used for summer skiing (and had a day of skiing together), we got explained hydrau-
lic installations in rivers close up using rafts and canoes and so on. 
In the session, the German and the Iranian project leaders share their experiences in 
cooperation and dialogue and in overcoming numerous problems.
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2.1 How did you get in touch and developed your cooperation? 

 

The beginning was a Fact-Finding-Mission to Iran and a visit to Germany of 25 Ira-
nian students. 

 

 

 

 

Résumé of a participant: 

I really appreciate your respect to Islam and our religious beliefs that you did your best to get 
Halal meat for us and even after a day of skiing you tried to provide a room for us to pray. 
These are not simple things; Only a "Real Man" can do them. 
I remember when you were training us skiing, you told me not to close my arms and stick 
them to my body but keep them open and stand like a "Man". That day I knew that you 
meant something beyond the simple training. I knew that I should stand like a man in all 
problems of my life. That was one of the great lessons I took from you. 

 
 
Activity: 
According to your experience, what are appropriate first instruments to revive 
the dialogue with a former partner country after cooperation was frozen? 
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2.2 How did you generate interest in the exchange among your 
students, colleagues and university leaders? 

 
 
Activity and questions 
 
Define the two basic interests or problems of your own institution and of your 
partners. 
 
 
 
What are the advantages of participating in exchange visits for young well 
educated adults from both developed and developing countries? 
 
 
 
How would you generate interest in the exchange and intercultural understand-
ing among your colleagues? 
 
 
 
Why should university leaders be interested in the exchange? 
 
 
 
Where do you see the advantages of including family and sport activities? 
 
 
 
 

2.3 Which problems (intercultural, political / bureaucratic and 
country-specific) did you face and how did you manage to 
overcome them? 

 

Example of a hate mail: 

Old mother”beep”er 
We have ways. Next time you come Iran we “beep” you brain out….. 
[And so on… One full page of rather repetitive “beeps”, primitive variations, very poor 
English, no grammar] 

 
 
Activity: 
How would you handle an email of this kind in order to improve intercultural 
co-operation? Can hate mail be turned into an opportunity and if so how? 
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Activity: 
Please choose one of the following problems/chances and discuss how you 
would handle it: 
 

1. Breach of a contract of cooperation 
2. Dismissal of a supportive visiting professor from his/her home university 
3. Silence and passivity of partners that could lead to freezing the cooperation 
4. Biased pre-selection of participants leading to non-academic exclusion of cer-

tain students from exchange programs 
5. Excluding male students from exchange due to military service obligations  
6. Months of strikes of regular students against a Joint Program 
7. Prayers, Halal food and scarf-problems 
8. Invitations to families 
9. Obligations after being elected “Uncle honoris causa” 
10. Threatening letters and hate mail 
11. Partners pleading for escape from a developing country 
12. Reassuring parents of girls that exchange will not endanger girls 
13. Surviving groups of 30 – 100 partner students visiting your country 

 
 
 

2.4 What does each side gain from the cooperation (benefit)? 

 
Activity 
What are your personal expectations, what do you / does your country want to 
gain? 
 
 
What do you want to give? 
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